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Pediatric Graves' disease accounts for 10-15% of thyroid disorders in patients less than 18 yr of age. The onset of symptoms may be insidious and subsequently associated with a delay in diagnosis. Decreased concentration and poor school performance are frequent complaints and can be quite frustrating for the patient and family. Severe ophthalmopathy is uncommon. The diagnosis is established by the findings of an increased heart rate and goiter in the setting of a suppressed TSH and elevated T3 and/or T4. The majority of pediatric patients are initially placed on antithyroid medications and maintained on these medications for prolonged periods of time in hopes of achieving remission. Unfortunately, for many children and adolescents remission is unattainable, ultimately occurring in only 15-30% of patients. Several recent studies have suggested that the age of the patient, the degree of thyrotoxicosis at diagnosis, the initial response to therapy, and the level of TSH receptor antibodies serve as reasonable predictors of remission and relapse. However a consensus on the utility of these markers has not been reached. The present clinical case describes an adolescent with Graves' disease and highlights the negative impact that prolonged medical therapy can have on quality of life and school performance it reviews pertinent data on the diagnosis, comorbidities, and treatment options; and it identifies gaps in knowledge for when definitive therapy should be pursued. The case serves as a reminder that earlier discussion and decision for definitive therapy should be more commonplace in caring for our pediatric patients with Graves' disease.
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TABLE 1. Signs and symptoms of GD in children

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signs</th>
<th>Symptoms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goiter</td>
<td>Hyperactivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tachycardia</td>
<td>Palpitations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight loss</td>
<td>Sleep disturbance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat intolerance</td>
<td>Fatigue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tremor</td>
<td>Poor school performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic hypertension</td>
<td>Emotional lability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased pulse pressure</td>
<td>Neck fullness or lump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hair loss</td>
<td>Irritability and nervousness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary enuresis (nocturia)</td>
<td>Increased stool frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced bone age</td>
<td>Increased appetite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ophthalmopathy—pain, exposure keratitis, lid lag, proptosis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

school’s soccer team and swim team. Family history was significant for autoimmune disease in her mother (hypothyroidism), maternal grandmother (GD), and paternal grandfather (type 1 diabetes mellitus). The patient and parents denied a history of smoking or regular exposure to secondhand smoke.

On physical examination, the patient had a heart rate of 105 beats per minute, blood pressure of 114/55 mm Hg, weight of 61 kg, and a body mass index of 22 kg/m². The patient was restless and fidgety with warm, moist skin. There was no evidence of ophthalmopathy, specifically no upper eyelid retraction, scleral injection, edema, or proptosis. Thyroid exam revealed a moderately sized non-tender, asymmetric goiter estimated to be about 30 g.

One year earlier, the family reported being counseled regarding radioiodine ablation but decided to continue with MMI and not pursue definitive treatment in the hope that the GD would resolve on its own.

Background

GD accounts for approximately 10–15% of childhood thyroid disease (1). Signs and symptoms are similar to adults (Table 1), but in contrast with adults there is often a delay in diagnosis (2–4). The majority of children do not suffer long-term consequences. However, delayed diagnosis may be associated with impaired neurodevelopmental outcome (5) and altered skeletal maturation, including craniosynostosis and advanced bone age in younger children (6). In addition, for school-aged children, particularly adolescent patients, a decrement in school performance is common, and can be quite significant, and can cause a great deal of anxiety and frustration for patients and their parents.

The incidence of GD is believed to be between 0.1 and 3 per 100,000 children (7) with a prevalence of 1 in 10,000 children in the United States (8). GD is rare under the age of 5 yr and has a peak incidence at 10–15 yr of age, more commonly affecting female patients (1, 9). Genetic and environmental factors play a role in the pathogenesis of GD, reflected by an increased association with other autoimmune disorders and syndromes, both in the individual patient and in other family members (10–13). Linkage analysis from families with a history of autoimmune thyroid disease (AITD; GD and autoimmune hypothyroidism) has provided evidence for involvement of several loci, including the human leukocyte antigen (HLA) region on chromosome 6p21, cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen 4 (CTLA-4) on chromosome 2q33, and lymphoid protein tyrosine phosphatase (PTPN22), each individually conferring a 1.4- to 4-fold relative risk for disease. In addition, several other regions have been identified on 2q36, 11p15, 18p11, 5q23, and Xp11; however, no single locus has been found to explain the familial association of AITD (14).

The pathophysiology of AITD involves diffuse infiltration of lymphocytes into the thyroid gland with loss of tolerance to multiple thyroid antigens, including the TSH receptor (TSHR), thyroglobulin, and thyroperoxidase (11). For unknown reasons, activated T cells invade the thyroid and release cytokines, leading to dysregulation of B cells and subsequent production of autoantibodies. In GD, the predominant antibodies are directed against the TSH receptor (TRAb). The TRAbs are heterogeneous and can either stimulate or inhibit thyroid hormone secretion. In addition, they lead to an increase in follicular cell growth and increased vascularity (15). Fluctuating levels of the stimulatory and inhibitory antibodies can result in an alternating clinical presentation between hyper- and hypothyroidism, making it difficult to correlate TRAb levels with clinical status. Over the last 40 yr, multiple assays have been developed in an effort to accurately identify the causative factors leading to the hyperthyroxinemia. Unfortunately, the mixture of antibodies directed at the TSHR, the lack of standardization in technique and nomenclature, and the varying availability of specific tests have led to a fair degree of confusion over which assay affords the greatest utility in predicting the course of disease (16, 17).

Clinical Considerations: Presentation and Evaluation

The symptoms of GD often develop insidiously and may initially be interpreted as common complaints of childhood and adolescence, in particular moodiness and emotional lability, fatigue, sleep disturbance, and increased appetite. School-aged children, particularly adolescents, may be referred for evaluation of attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder after a teacher or parent raises concern over a decreased ability to concentrate and complete
school work with resultant poor school performance. This later symptom can be particularly troublesome, depending on the length of delay in diagnosis.

The question of whether the presentation differs between prepubertal and pubertal children continues to be debated (2–4). Some clinicians believe that prepubertal children more commonly present with poor weight gain and frequent stools, whereas adolescents typically present with irritability, fatigue, palpitations, heat intolerance, fine tremor, and a goiter (3). Others believe the differences are individually based and are independent of age (2). A consistent observation is that younger patients have up to a 2-fold greater delay in diagnosis that is often associated with increased height, advanced bone age, and lower weight (2–4, 18, 19). Coincident with the delay in diagnosis, prepubertal children typically have greater severity of biochemical hyperthyroidism with more extreme elevations in T₄ and T₃ and associated levels of TRAbs (2–4, 18, 19). Whether this is an associated finding or a reflection of the disease process or is simply due to delayed diagnosis is not known. In peripubertal children, with proper treatment, pubertal progression can be maintained, and final predicted height can be preserved (19).

Our patient’s presentation of increased fatigue, irritability, and poor school performance was typical of our experience with recurrent GD in the adolescent population. Once our patient stopped her MMI, the return of symptoms was fairly rapid, worsening over a 2-month period. The symptoms that were most bothersome to the patient included fatigue, exercise intolerance, and decreased ability to concentrate. Early on, the family attributed the symptoms as secondary to the busy life of an adolescent; but when the symptoms worsened, with decreased school performance despite continued commitment to her studies, and several missed soccer games due to decreased physical performance, the family returned for reevaluation.

In regard to the biochemical and radiological evaluation, at a minimum we send a TSH level and, if suppressed, add a T₄ or free T₄ and a T₃. The addition of T₃ provides a useful screen for identifying isolated T₃ toxicosis, which is a common presentation in pediatric patients, most notably in prepubertal patients (3, 4). In fact, in a prepubertal child, the degree of T₃ elevation is a useful predictor for identifying patients that are unlikely to experience early remission (20). We do not routinely perform radiiodine uptake and scan unless the biochemical data are inconclusive in the face of a suppressed TSH or at the time definitive therapy is pursued. The chronicity of symptoms and an uptake and scan are often helpful in distinguishing between subacute thyroiditis, hashitoxicosis, toxic multinodular goiter, or a toxic adenoma, although discerning hashitoxicosis from GD can be quite challenging due to overlap in presentation, antibody profiles, and even I-123 uptake and scans (21).

The laboratory evaluation for our patient revealed a TSH of 0.06 μU/ml (normal, 0.27–4.2), with free T₄ of 2.25 ng/dl (normal, 1.01–1.79), T₃ of 4.67 nmol/liter (normal, 1.3–3.10), thyroid-stimulating Ig of 187% (normal, ≤125), and a TSH-binding inhibitor Ig of 48.3% (normal, ≤16%). These results, along with the classic signs and symptoms of hyperthyroxinemia, confirmed our suspicion of recurrent GD. On examination, the thyroid gland size was estimated at two times normal for age based on the 1960 World Health Organization (WHO) criteria that define goiter size by comparison of the thyroid gland to the distal phalanges of the patient’s thumb. This estimate, along with the 1994 WHO criteria that use a two-grade classification, either visible/palpable or not, provides a field-expedient, systematic method for documentation and communication of thyroid gland size (22). An enlarged gland is easily visible, palpable, and is estimated on one half increments above normal size (i.e. enlarged 1.5, 2.0, 2.5…times).

With the thyroid not only being enlarged but also asymmetric, before discussion on therapeutic options, a thyroid ultrasound was performed to determine whether a nodule(s) was responsible for the asymmetric goiter noted on physical examination. In general, we perform an ultrasound for any GD patient with thyroid gland asymmetry or a palpable nodule. If a nodule is confirmed, fine-needle aspiration biopsy should be considered, as well as I-123 or Tc-99 scan. Although uncommon, patients with GD, or an autonomous nodule, may have concurrent differentiated thyroid cancer (DTC). In the adult literature, there is continued debate about whether DTC in the setting of GD follows a more aggressive or a more indolent course (23–25). In the adult literature, DTC is frequently reported as an incidental discovery on review of pathology after thyroidectomy. In children, this association has been infrequently reported (26). However, we and others have had several adolescents with GD present with clinically aggressive DTC, including diffuse cervical lymph node metastasis and invasion and pulmonary metastasis (our unpublished observation). Given the debate on whether nodules found in the setting ofAITD have an increased risk of malignancy and/or aggressive features, a thorough evaluation of the nodule(s), including fine-needle aspiration biopsy, is warranted. Fortunately for this particular patient, the thyroid ultrasound showed a diffusely, mildly heterogeneous, hypoechoic gland without nodules.

Clinical Consideration: Treatment Options

We were now faced with an all too common situation in treating pediatric patients with GD; when is definitive
therapy the better treatment option? For our particular patient, despite treatment with MMI for 3 yr, disease recurred within 2 months of stopping medication. All three treatments—restarting antithyroid medication, radioiodine ablation, and thyroidectomy—are effective, with the ultimate decision to be made by the patient and the family.

In our case, during the follow-up visit to review the laboratory and ultrasound results, the family voiced hesitancy to pursue definitive therapy, either radioiodine ablation or surgery, opting to restart MMI with the hope that remission was still possible. Although we reviewed the unlikely scenario of remission with the family, we wondered whether earlier counseling on remission rates for GD in pediatric patients and an earlier discussion on the length of therapy before consideration for definitive therapy would have lessened the anxiety for the patient and her family as they faced this transition point; it is a rhetorical question for this patient, but of potential benefit for the next.

With rare exception, at the time of initial diagnosis, we place patients on an antithyroid medication. In addition, patients with relapse who ultimately choose definitive therapy may be started on antithyroid medications as a temporizing measure until a workable time for radioiodine or surgery can be found. With the recent association between propylthiouracil (PTU) and severe liver failure and the subsequent black-box warning from the Food and Drug Administration, MMI (0.1–1.0 mg/kg · d or 15–20 mg/m² · d) is now our first-choice antithyroid medication (27). In countries where MMI is not available, carbimazole (0.5–0.7 mg/kg · d), a drug that is biologically converted to MMI, may be substituted (9). We add a beta-blocker, such as propranolol (1–2 mg/kg · d) or atenolol (0.5–1.2 mg/kg · d) depending on the severity of tachycardia, palpitations, or tremor. Follow-up labs are sent 4–6 wk after initiation of therapy and repeated every 2–3 months once the appropriate dose has been determined. TSH often remains suppressed for an extended period of time in hopes of ultimately achieving remission. This is not to suggest that antithyroid medications are not an effective choice. A review of eight studies shows a range of remission rates varying from 25–65% of pediatric patients (32–37). However, extended periods of time are frequently required for pediatric patients to achieve remission, with one study suggesting an approximately 25% remission rate for every 2 yr of continued antithyroid medication therapy (38). In addition, whereas more than 50% will remain in remission, relapse is common, varying from 36–47% of patients (34, 35).

In contrast, the data from adult patients, a group with a higher overall likelihood of achieving spontaneous remission, suggest that if remission is not achieved within 12–18 months of medical therapy, then definitive therapy (radioiodine or surgery) should be pursued (29). In the absence of comparative data in children, the question over defining a time limit for maximum benefit from antithyroid medications for the pediatric population remains unanswered. For the individual pediatric patient, however, the question as to whether the risks and benefits between watchful waiting, the higher the likelihood of decreased compliance (20). Despite these fairly known and accepted data, many clinicians caring for pediatric-aged patients are hesitant to recommend definitive therapy, often keeping patients, especially younger patients, on antithyroid medications for prolonged periods of time in hopes of ultimately achieving remission. Although reinitiation of MMI (or carbimazole) is a reasonable choice, the unfortunate reality is that pediatric patients treated with antithyroid medications have a lower likelihood of remission when compared with adults, 30 vs. 50%, respectively (9). In addition, the longer the period of watchful waiting, the higher the likelihood of decreased compliance (20). Despite these fairly known and accepted data, many clinicians caring for pediatric-aged patients are hesitant to recommend definitive therapy, often keeping patients, especially younger patients, on antithyroid medications for prolonged periods of time in hopes of ultimately achieving remission.

Although reinitiation of MMI (or carbimazole) is a reasonable choice, the unfortunate reality is that pediatric patients treated with antithyroid medications have a lower likelihood of remission when compared with adults, 30 vs. 50%, respectively (9). In addition, the longer the period of watchful waiting, the higher the likelihood of decreased compliance (20). Despite these fairly known and accepted data, many clinicians caring for pediatric-aged patients are hesitant to recommend definitive therapy, often keeping patients, especially younger patients, on antithyroid medications for prolonged periods of time in hopes of ultimately achieving remission. This is not to suggest that antithyroid medications are not an effective choice. A review of eight studies shows a range of remission rates varying from 25–65% of pediatric patients (32–37). However, extended periods of time are frequently required for pediatric patients to achieve remission, with one study suggesting an approximately 25% remission rate for every 2 yr of continued antithyroid medication therapy (38). In addition, whereas more than 50% will remain in remission, relapse is common, varying from 36–47% of patients (34, 35).

In contrast, the data from adult patients, a group with a higher overall likelihood of achieving spontaneous remission, suggest that if remission is not achieved within 12–18 months of medical therapy, then definitive therapy (radioiodine or surgery) should be pursued (29). In the absence of comparative data in children, the question over defining a time limit for maximum benefit from antithyroid medications for the pediatric population remains unanswered. For the individual pediatric patient, however, the question as to whether the risks and benefits between watchful waiting, the higher the likelihood of decreased compliance (20). Despite these fairly known and accepted data, many clinicians caring for pediatric-aged patients are hesitant to recommend definitive therapy, often keeping patients, especially younger patients, on antithyroid medications for prolonged periods of time in hopes of ultimately achieving remission. This is not to suggest that antithyroid medications are not an effective choice. A review of eight studies shows a range of remission rates varying from 25–65% of pediatric patients (32–37). However, extended periods of time are frequently required for pediatric patients to achieve remission, with one study suggesting an approximately 25% remission rate for every 2 yr of continued antithyroid medication therapy (38). In addition, whereas more than 50% will remain in remission, relapse is common, varying from 36–47% of patients (34, 35).

In contrast, the data from adult patients, a group with a higher overall likelihood of achieving spontaneous remission, suggest that if remission is not achieved within 12–18 months of medical therapy, then definitive therapy (radioiodine or surgery) should be pursued (29). In the absence of comparative data in children, the question over defining a time limit for maximum benefit from antithyroid medications for the pediatric population remains unanswered. For the individual pediatric patient, however, the question as to whether the risks and benefits between watchful waiting and definitive therapy are equivalent, including a comparison in potential changes to quality-of-life issues, should be regularly discussed with the patient and family during follow-up visits.

If and when a decision for definitive therapy has been reached, both radioiodine therapy and near-total thyroidectomy are tenable options, with the goal being to achieve

---

**TABLE 2. Side effects of antithyroid medications (MMI and carbimazole)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minor</th>
<th>Severe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rash</td>
<td>Agranulocytosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pruritus</td>
<td>Neutropenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hives</td>
<td>Thrombocytopenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hair loss</td>
<td>Stevens-Johnson syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nausea</td>
<td>Cholestatic jaundice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decreased taste</td>
<td>Hepatitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint pain</td>
<td>Arthralgia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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hypothyroidism. The limiting factor for thyroidectomy is access to a high-volume thyroid surgeon, defined by performance of more than 30 cervical endocrine procedures per year (39). The surgical complication rate is more directly related to the number of procedures the surgeon performs annually rather than the training of the surgeon, and whether they are general surgeons or ear, nose, and throat surgeons, and pediatric or adult surgeons. Although adult surgeons will clearly have increased numbers of thyroid procedures, surgery must still be performed in a hospital capable and comfortable with the postoperative care of children, including availability of pediatric anesthesia and intensive care support. When these basic requirements are met, the surgical option is reasonable and should be presented to the patient and family as an equivalent option to radioiodine ablation. In general, we recommend surgery over radioiodine ablation in patients younger than 10 yr of age, in patients or situations where compliance with precautions of radioiodine and follow-up are questionable, and for larger glands (more than two times normal for age). Severe eye disease or a late adolescent that is considering pregnancy are additional situations were surgery may be preferred because radioiodine ablation can be associated with a transient increase of TRAb levels and with persistence of detectable antibody levels for at least 5 yr after ablation (40).

Several steps can be taken to decrease the risk of surgical complications. To decrease risk of anesthesia, patients should achieve euthyroidism with antithyroid medication and remain on a therapeutic dose until surgery is completed. A 7- to 10-d course of concentrated iodine solution given the week before surgery will help to decrease thyroid hormone production with the added benefit of decreasing thyroid vascularity (41). The typical dose is three to five drops of concentrated iodine, 50–150 mg/dose, taken three times per day for 7–10 d. Taking the iodine with food or milk will help improve the palatability. Lastly, the availability of rapid PTH testing, drawn at the end of the procedure, has proven to be extremely helpful in accurately predicting the occurrence of postoperative hypocalcemia (42–45). We routinely use the value to stratify intensity and location of postoperative care, admission to the ward vs. intensive care unit, and to decide whether we should initiate calcitriol and oral calcium replacement. If the test is not available, empiric treatment with calcium and vitamin D in the postoperative period is equally as effective but may be associated with a higher risk of hypercalcemia (45).

In the United States, I-131 ablation is the most common choice for definitive therapy, with variability in recommendation based on geographic location, bias of physician training, and availability of resources. Some families and patients prefer I-131 ablation over thyroidectomy due to concerns over the cosmetic appearance of a surgical scar, particularly adolescents as well as patients with a personal or family history of keloid formation. The greatest long-term concern we hear from families is the potential association of I-131 therapy with secondary malignancy. In the absence of a national registry prospectively following pediatric patients treated with radioiodine over their lifetime, the retrospective evidence suggests a very low risk of adverse events. Specifically, in studies reporting data for pediatric patients followed for up to 36 yr after radioiodine treatment, there was no evidence of decreased fertility, increased congenital anomalies, increased spontaneous pregnancy loss, or an increase in malignancy above the general population (46–48).

Although these data are reassuring, the data from the Chernobyl nuclear accident suggest that children exposed to radioiodine are at an increased risk for developing a thyroid malignancy (49). Although many radioisotopes were released into the atmosphere, the increased incidence of pediatric thyroid malignancy after Chernobyl is believed to be secondary to exposure to low doses of radioiodine (I-131) in a population with baseline dietary iodine insufficiency (50). Interestingly, the risk appeared to be age dependent, greatest for children less than 5 to 6 yr of age and decreasing progressively through 12 yr of age (49). With this in mind, whereas there are no absolute cut-offs for age, we rarely recommend treating GD patients under the age of 10 yr with I-131, based on the potential long-term risk of radioiodine-induced malignancy as well as the inherent increased risk of exposure to family members caring for a child in a less-independent age group.

For pediatric patients with GD-associated ophthalmopathy, radioiodine can be used but consultation with pediatric ophthalmology for pre- and postablation evaluation and treatment is recommended. In adolescents with more severe ophthalmopathy, those with persistent lid retraction, proptosis, chemosis, or corneal involvement despite achieving a euthyroid state, oral glucocorticoids should be considered, started 1 d after ablation and tapered over a 1- to 3-month time frame (51, 52). An abridged NOSPEC classification has been proposed, but neither the NOSPEC severity assessment nor the clinical activity score has been validated in the pediatric population (53). In general, children and adolescents appear to have the same incidence of GD-associated ophthalmopathy, but it is typically less severe than adults. Elevated TRAb titers and smoking are associated with an increased incidence and increased severity for eye disease in both adults and children (54, 55).

In regard to I-131 therapy, most agree that hypothyroidism is the target of therapy, but there is continued discussion over an appropriate dose. Although the major-
of articles list the Quimby-Marinelli formula or a modified version of the formula based on 24-h uptake, one is hard-pressed to find normative values for thyroid weight in children or a reliable method of estimating thyroid weight based on physical examination or ultrasound dimensions. For postpubertal adolescents, using factor estimates based on comparison to the standard thyroid weight of an adult in an iodine-sufficient area (15–20 g) is a reasonable approach, with consideration of total dose based on gland size and 24-h uptake. In prepubertal children, the estimates are more difficult. Previous published estimates of normal thyroid gland size for age are listed in Table 3 (56), and estimated weight can be adjusted based on physical examination. As a general approach, the dose of I-131 needed to achieve remission in greater than 95% of patients is believed to be between 220 and 275 μCi/g, increased to 300 μCi/g for larger goiters or less elevated radioiodine uptake (57). In practice, the total dose that we use is typically between 12 and 15 mCi. Calculated dosing should be considered if radioiodine therapy is prescribed for a patient with a goiter size more than two times normal for age (58).

Of interest and concern are the data showing decreased efficacy of radioiodine ablation after the use of antithyroid drug therapy (30). In the absence of a large gland and an increased risk of thyroid storm, strategies to increase the likelihood of a successful ablation include stopping antithyroid medications 3–7 d before and avoiding their use for at least 1 wk after radioiodine treatment (30). In this approach, continuation of the beta-blocker will help lessen symptoms. Opponents of this approach argue that increasing the dose of radioiodine by approximately 20% will result in successful ablation without increasing the risk of thyroid storm associated with stopping the antithyroid medication. Neither approach has been adequately studied in children.

Once an appropriate dose has been determined and administered, postablation hypothyroidism is achieved within 1 to 3 months, at times delayed out to 6 months. Follow-up thyroid function testing should begin at about 1 month and then be repeated every 4–6 wk to determine appropriate timing of thyroid hormone replacement therapy.

After discussion of the pros and cons of definitive therapy, the family and patient elected to restart the MMI (15 mg orally twice a day). Within several weeks, the patient reported decreased symptoms. However, approximately 7–8 wk after restarting MMI she began to complain of intermittent knee pain. There was no known trauma, and the patient had actually decreased participation in sports as she tried to improve her grades in school. She denied fever, rash, abdominal pain, or sore throat.

Although joint pain is common in athletic teenagers, in the setting of GD one must consider the potential association between GD, antithyroid medications, and myeloperoxidase-antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody (MPO-ANCA)-associated vasculitis (59, 60). MPO-ANCAs may be present before initiation of antithyroid medications, but initiation of PTU, and to a lesser extent MMI (59, 61), increases MPO-ANCA titers often associated with multiorgan vasculitis, including involvement of the kidneys, respiratory tract, joints, eyes, gastrointestinal tract, and brain (59, 60). Cross-reactivity between PTU and MMI may occur if attempts are made to switch medications once symptoms present (62), a less frequent issue in pediatric patients now with the current recommendation to avoid PTU therapy due to an increased risk of liver failure (8).

On examination, the patient appeared well, was afebrile, and had a normal exam, including the absence of a rash or joint effusion, erythema, or calor. Laboratory evaluation revealed a normal complete blood count, normal liver function panel, normal urinalysis and negative antinuclear antibody titer. However, the MPO-ANCA level was positive at 273 EU/ml (normal range, <20 EU/ml), consistent with MMI-induced vasculitis as the etiology for the patient’s arthralgia.

Controversies in Treatment: When Should Definitive Therapy Be Pursued?

Predicting remission and establishing the appropriate timing for definitive therapy remains elusive and controversial. For the majority of pediatric patients, initiation of an antithyroid medication at the time of diagnosis is a reasonable plan. It affords an opportunity to determine the course of disease and to decrease symptoms in a relatively short period of time, and, for the most part, antithyroid medications, in particular MMI, have a relatively low incidence of side effects or adverse events. Unfortunately, despite good intentions, children often remain on antithyroid medications for extended periods of time because clinicians and parents are hesitant to pursue definitive therapy. With the watchful-waiting approach, 15–30% of the time a subgroup of pediatric patients will enter remission; however, this may take between 2 and 10 yr to achieve, and 35–60% of patients may experience a relapse after medications are discontinued (9, 20, 35, 38). In addi-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (yr)</th>
<th>Weight (g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3–4</td>
<td>4 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–14</td>
<td>10 ± 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15–19</td>
<td>14 ± 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>20 ± 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from Ref. 6.
tion, although less common than with PTU, prolonged use of MMI is not without risk of associated side effects, including hives, Stevens-Johnson syndrome, neutropenia, cholestatic jaundice, and vasculitis-associated symptoms, such as hematuria, proteinuria, dyspnea and hemoptysis, purpuric rash, arthralgia, uveitis, myalgia, and others (59, 63).

For years, clinicians have attempted to identify predictive measures for remission and to determine a maximum time limit to duration of therapy after which time the likelihood of remission is unlikely. Although no single marker has been found that provides 100% predictability, there are several observations and markers that are associated with a decreased likelihood of achieving and maintaining remission.

Theoretically, the measurement of TRAbs should provide the closest approximation to disease activity. In practice, however, the heterogeneity of the antibody and the nonstandardized approach to measurement have led to mixed results in the published literature. Because of this, many clinicians do not rely on its level, or even measure the level, in an attempt to predict disease remission. Despite these shortfalls, the presence of elevated TRAbs (thyroid-stimulating Ig, TSH-binding inhibitor Ig, and/or TRAb) identifies patients at increased risk of relapse. However, the opposite is not true. Normal values do not predict patients that will remain in remission (9, 64, 65).

Translating into practice, the following patient characteristics should lead to consideration for earlier definitive therapy: younger age (prepubertal vs. pubertal), greater degree of biochemical thyrotoxicosis at presentation (T₃ and/or T₄/free T₄), an extended period of time before achievement of euthyroid status after initiation of antithyroid medications (>3 months), and persistent elevation of TRAbs (9, 20). TRAb levels should be measured at the time one is considering stopping antithyroid medications, and if elevated, patients and families should be closely followed, provided anticipatory guidance for seeking reevaluation, and counseled on the high likelihood that definitive therapy will be required. In patients with low levels of TRAbs, stopping medication is reasonable, assuming the family is provided anticipatory guidance on signs and symptoms that suggest relapse.

With the lower rate of remission in children and the inherent risks of toxicity and decreasing compliance associated with prolonged antithyroid medication therapy, there should be an increasing focus in pediatric endocrinology on determining whether the adult paradigm of moving to definitive therapy after a maximum of 12–18 months is clinically beneficial (3, 29). In adolescent patients, where continued symptoms can negatively impact school performance and quality of life, a discussion and recommendation to move toward definitive therapy should be considered sooner, as early as 18–24 months after initiation of antithyroid medications, if remission has not been achieved (Fig. 1).

**Returning to the Patient**

With increased joint pain and evidence of MPO-ANCA vasculitis, continued difficulties with school performance, and persistent elevation in TRAbs, the family elected to pursue radioiodine ablation. The MMI was discontinued, and 7 d later the 4-h radioiodine uptake was 63.4% (normal, 5–15%). The following day, the patient was administered 15.3 mCi of I-131. Within 7 wk of ablation, hypothyroidism was achieved, and the patient was started on thyroid hormone replacement. Three months after definitive therapy, the patient reported improved school performance, decreased fatigue, and reinitiation of physical activities.

**Conclusion**

GD is the most common cause of hyperthyroidism in the pediatric population. There is little controversy on the use of antithyroid medications as a first-line agent in the treatment of pediatric GD. Once euthyroidism is established, a subset of patients will spontaneously enter remission; however, the watchful-waiting approach should have limits. For the subgroup of patients that do not achieve remission within 18–24 months of initiation of anti-thyroid drug therapy or who experience toxicity or difficulties with compliance, definitive therapy with radioiodine or surgery should be offered. Patient preference must be strongly considered, but a frank, open discussion on the
lower likelihood of remission for pediatric patients should be a routine part of follow-up visits. Risk factors associated with a decreased likelihood of remission include younger age at presentation with a higher degree of biochemical thyrotoxicosis and patients with persistence of elevated TRAbs. In addition, when definitive therapy is targeted to achieve hypothyroidism, adolescent patients may also benefit from earlier definitive therapy due to reduced complexity of follow-up and improved quality of life. These issues are as salient to the pediatric and adolescent patient as they are to the adult population.

Despite an agreement on a lower rate of remission for pediatric patients, controversy remains on the timing for definitive therapy, with patients often remaining on antithyroid medication for extended periods of time. Cooperative, multicenter, prospective studies are needed to assess the long-term risks and benefits of the therapeutic options, to define a maximum length of benefit for antithyroid medication therapy, and to determine the potential positive impact that earlier definitive therapy may have on quality-of-life considerations for our pediatric population.
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